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Space is Yuge Right Now

• Space is a warfighting domain

• Independent Space Force



Wanna know a Secret?

• Space is a warfighting domain

• Independent Space Force

• These two efforts come from 
completely different theories and 
championed by completely 
different constituencies! 



I Can Prove it!

• The article that started it all!
• Dr. Coyote Smith, Col USAF 

(ret)
• February 2017

• Warfighting x 1
• Arguments against Space 

Corps
• Weapon x 1

• Adversary counterspace



Brown versus Blue Water Navies

• Brown Water Navy – capable only of 
operating in riverine and littoral areas.

• Blue Water Navy – capable of operating 
across the deep waters of open oceans.



Air Power on Space

• Space is a warfighting domain, just like the air, land, 
and sea.”  

-General Jay Raymond, AFSPC/CC 
(March 2017)
• “Our national security depends of critical space-based 

capabilities to communicate, navigate, warn, and 
collect intelligence.” 

• “Operating in space gives us decisive advantages in 
speed, accuracy, effectiveness, and freedom of action 
in joint, multi-domain warfighting”

• Concept of Operations for Space Warfare in Multi-
domain Conflict 2025



Space According to Air Power Theory

1. Space Power Missions
1. Protect the United States homeland
2. Support the Joint Force worldwide



Air Power 
Space Activities

The 
Ultimate 

High 
Ground!



Air Power’s Space Map



Brown Water Map – Earth littorals GEO and 
below



Sea Power on Space

• Naval strategy has indeed for its end to found, 
support, and increase, as well in peace as in war, 
the sea power of a country.

• Implication: military space strategy works in peace and 
in war to increase space power, not military power!

• The necessity of a navy, in the restricted sense of 
the word, springs, therefore, from the existence of 
a peaceful shipping, and disappears with it.

• Implication: is space weaponization most important 
consideration right now?  Is space primarily a 
warfighting domain?



Space According to Sea Power Theory

• Missions
1. Protect the United States homeland
2. Support the Joint Force worldwide



Space According to Sea Power Theory

• Missions
1. Protect the United States homeland
2. Support the Joint Force worldwide
3. Protect American and allied space commerce



Sea Power Space Activities

NASA/USGS Estimated Value of 
Solar System Asteroids



Sea Power’s Space Map



Blue Water Map – Cislunar Space (beyond 
GEO)



A Scenario



Under a Chinese Moon

• 19 July 2017, US 
billionaire Robert 
Bigelow addressed a 
NASA conference on 
International Space 
Station operations with 
a presentation of nine 
cartoons.





















Blue Water Space Geography in Context

• LEO/GEO
• Lagrange points, Lunar orbits, TLI, Lunar surface



• Located in South Pole-Aitken basin
• Rim – a peak of eternal light

• 80%+ time in sunlight
• Abundant solar energy source

• Crater Depths – a realm of eternal 
darkness

• Massive amounts of water ice
• Up to 22% of crater surface is covered in ice
• Thickness unknown
• Propellant (oxygen and hydrogen)

• Most important real estate in solar 
system?

• WWMahanD?

South Pole - Shackleton Crater



North Pole – Peary Crater

• Peaks of Eternal Light
• Peak on Peary Crater in 

sunlight 89% of lunar year
• Most abundant solar energy 

source on Moon

• Rim of Eternal Darkness
• Lunar water in lower 

quantities than south pole



Capability - Zhongguo Tanyue

• Chinese Lunar Exploration Program
• Chang’e probe series (4 of 7 launched) 
• Phase I: Orbital Missions

• 24 Oct 07 – high-def 3D map of lunar surface to plan soft 
landings

• 1 Oct 10 – better map, then TT&C tests at Earth/Sun L2 and 
asteroid flyby 13 Dec 12

• Phase II: Landers/Rovers
• 2 Dec 13 – deployed yutu (Jade Rabbit) lander
• Late 2018 – landing on lunar far side (South Pole-Aitken Basin) 

and testing of lunar comm relay satellite at E-M L2 point (June 
2018)

• Phase III: Sample Return
• 2019– lander capable of collecting and returning 2kg of lunar 

material to Earth
• 2020 – build on successes and lessons from Chang’e 5 mission



Capability



Intent

• "China would next begin to exploit Earth-Moon space for 
industrial development.“ – Lt Gen Zhang Yulin, PLA

• “A primary purpose of China’s lunar exploration program is 
to analyze the lunar soil for possible economic exploitation. 
Foremost is speculation about the mining of helium-3, an 
element that could be used in a future fusion reactor. 
According to Chinese analysts, 100 tons of helium-3 could 
supply the world’s electrical needs for one year, and they 
estimate that the moon has one to five million tons. At a 
price of $4‒10 billion per ton, these analysts conclude that 
mining helium-3 could be profitable.” – US-China Economic 
and Security Review Commission

• PLA Strategic Support Force Deputy Commander Maj Gen Liu 
Shangfu is also deputy commander of China’s lunar 
exploration program [Unity of Effort?]



“China would next begin to exploit Earth-Moon 
space for industrial development. The goal would 
be the construction of space-based solar power 
satellites that would beam energy back to 
Earth…The earth-moon space will be strategically 
important for the great rejuvenation of the Chinese 
nation.” – Lt Gen Zhang Yulin, CMC



American Industry Plans



Even Big Aerospace is Getting In



NSpC Exec Secretary Dr. Scott Pace

• outer space is not a “global commons,” not the “common heritage of 
mankind,” not “res communis,” nor is it a public good. These concepts are 
not part of the Outer Space Treaty, and the United States has consistently 
taken the position that these ideas do not describe the legal status of outer 
space.

• the U.S. private sector must have confidence that it will be able to profit 
from capital investments made to develop and utilize in-situ resources, 
commercial infrastructure, and facilities in outer space. Furthermore, In 
2015, the United States took an important step with the enactment of the 
Commercial Space Launch Competitiveness Act. This Act provides that U.S. 
citizens are entitled to own, as private property, asteroid and space 
resources they have obtained

• must promote U.S. industry while protecting U.S. national security



NASA Administrator Jim Bridenstein

• we should service satellites with hydrogen and oxygen from the moon for a 
fraction of the cost of launching energy or new satellites from Earth. 

• It is clear the Chinese understand the geopolitical value of space operations.
• cis-lunar transportation capabilities would fundamentally transform American 

commercial lunar development and could profoundly alter the economic and 
geopolitical balance of power on Earth. This could explain the Chinese interest 
in the moon. The question is: What are WE, the United States, doing to make 
sure the free world participates economically in such a discovery?

• The U.S. government must establish a legal framework and be prepared to 
defend private and corporate rights and obligations all within keeping the Outer 
Space Treaty. And to enable freedom of action, the United States must have cis-
lunar situational awareness, a cis-lunar presence, and eventually must be able 
to enforce the law through cis-lunar power projection.



Established Paradigm 
Important “geography”

National Security Map of Space

Emerging Paradigm
Important “geography”

National Security Map of Space

A New Emerging 
Strategic Geography 
of Space!
Brown to Blue Water Transition!



Brown versus Blue Water Space School
• GOAL

• Brown Water – Multi-domain operations superiority in Joint fight
• Blue Water – US domination of space domain for national power purposes (DIME)

• EMPHASIS
• Brown Water – Joint warfighting conflict, inter-service cooperation

• What if we go to war with China, Russia?
• Blue Water – Domain-centric competition, whole of nation space cooperation

• What if Must/Bezos do what they say they will?

• RELATIONSHIP TO COMMERCIAL SPACE
• Brown Water – What can you do for Joint Warfighter?
• Blue Water – What can government do for you?



AFSPC Space Futures Report 2060

• The US must develop a long-term, national space 
strategy to ensure continued leadership. This 
strategy should be developed across government, 
industry, and academia to ensure synergy of efforts 
to optimize and promote overall U.S. national space 
power and grand strategy.

• The strategy must address how the national security 
establishment will defend the full range of expanded 
national interests in space (i.e., civil and commercial 
space capabilities and citizens in space) - not just the 
services that directly support national security. 

• Eight scenarios – “Star Trek” most beneficial to USA
• www.afspc.af.mil, bottom right
• Note – NOT the official policy of AFSPC!!!

http://www.afspc.af.mil/


A Blue Water School strategist

• Whoever controls cislunar space controls what 
happens on Earth – Paul Spudis

• Spudis plan to create a remotely-operated, robotic  
water mining station on the Moon

• Phase I – Resource prospecting with rover explorers
• Phase II – Tele-operated resource mining, processing, and 

production
• Phase III – Outpost infrastructure emplacement and 

assembly
• Phase IV – Human Lunar return
• Phase V – Human permanent habitation
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